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Shotton Surface Mine
Community Update

Jamie Drysdale, Shotton deputy site manager

Keeping you informed
An update on the progress of
Shotton Surface Mine. Please read
on to see what we’ve been up to in
your community and how work has
progressed on site.

Shotton Surface Mine employs 117 people and
continues to contribute to the North East economy
with approximately £35M spent on suppliers and
staff wages every year.
The Shotton project is preparing to move into
a new phase of works with Shotton Triangle
getting ready to start in spring 2018.

FIND OUT MORE: www.banksgroup.co.uk/shotton • GET INVOLVED: see back page for our contact details

Shotton snapshot
We continue to invest in the North East and key
economic figures from the Shotton site include:

7M

£250M

£1M

TONNES OF
HIGH QUALITY
NORTHUMBERLAND
COAL SOLD SO FAR

SPENT IN THE UK
ECONOMY RATHER
THAN BEING SPENT 		
ON IMPORTED COAL

GRANTS TO OVER 160
COMMUNITY GROUPS
THROUGH THE BANKS
COMMUNITY FUND IN
NORTHUMBERLAND

£3M

£500K

100K

WAGES TO EMPLOYEES
BASED IN THE NORTH
EAST EACH YEAR

WORTH OF BUSINESS
RATES PAID EACH YEAR
TO NORTHUMBERLAND
COUNTY COUNCIL

AVERAGE NUMBER
OF TOURISTS VISITING
NORTHUMBERLANDIA
EVERY YEAR

Wildflower meadow created as
part of the restoration of our Delhi
Surface Mine, Northumberland

In case we
haven’t met yet
Banks Mining is part of
the Banks Group. We have
been designing, developing
and operating surface mines,
many of which have been in
Northumberland, for over 40
years and have a proud track
record of restoring every site
we have ever worked.
Development with care is at the heart of our
way of working, and it’s proven in every one of our
projects by actions, more so than words. Respect
and consideration for your environment, your
community and our customers, employees and
suppliers are at the centre of everything we do.
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Your personal contact

Shotton continues to directly support 117 jobs
MANAGEMENT
Site manager
Deputy manager
Supervisors

OVERBURDEN
EXTRACTION
Large Excavators
Dump truck drivers

COALING
Excavators
Coal truck drivers

COAL PROCESSING
Loading shovels
Quality controller
Weighbridge

HAUL ROAD
Graders
Dozers

LABOURERS
Diesel bowser
Water bowser

APPRENTICES
Plant mechanics
Electrician

PLANT
Administrator
Mechanics
Team leaders
Supervisor
Manager

SECURITY

MISC.
Environmental
coordinator
Secretary
Stores clerks

ENGINEERS

WELDERS

ELECTRICIAN

HGV DRIVERS

Jeannie Kielty

COMMUNITY RELATIONS MANAGER

You may already have met Jeannie Kielty, your
community relations manager for Shotton Surface
Mine.
Jeannie is interested to hear your views and how
you’d like your community to benefit from our
investment in your area.
If you would like to ask any questions and share
your views, you can contact Jeannie using the details
below or on the back cover of this newsletter.
Call: 0191 378 6100 or 0844 209 1515*
Email: shotton@banksgroup.co.uk
She’d love to hear from you.
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Supporting
your community
Train hard, play hard
An award-winning Northumberland junior football
club, Seaton Delaval Dynamos FC, was awarded
a £5,000 grant from the Banks Community Fund
which paid for a wide range of new training and
sports equipment, including nine-a-side and
11-a-side match goals, training kit including balls,
cones, bibs, ladders, poles and carry bags.

DO YOU KNOW A LOCAL 		
CAUSE THAT COULD BENEFIT?
Any local groups interested in 		
applying for funding should log on to
www.bankscommunityfund.org.uk
for more information.
Seaton Delaval Dynamos FC

Kitted out for success

Charitable fundraising

A £5,000 grant has enabled the Dynamic Gymnastics
Foundation in Cramlington to bring in a range of new safety
mats, landing mats and foam blocks which provide gymnasts
with safe equipment set ups to learn and perform their
moves on and above.

In 2016, our employees chose The Tiny Lives Trust
as their charity of the year after it was nominated
by Nicky Marshall, who works at Shotton, whose
daughter, Lola, was born prematurely. The trust
helps to care for premature and sick newborn
babies, their mothers and families in the Special
Care Baby Unit (SCBU) of the Newcastle Neonatal
Service, based in Ward 35 of the Royal Victoria
Infirmary in Newcastle.

The gymnastics club was set up in 2007 by head coach
Gemma Wilkinson and has helped more than 3,000 local
youngsters get into gymnastics over the last decade. The
club is run by a team of eight qualified coaches, with a further
three coaches set to come on board in the near future.

A wide variety of fundraising activities and events
were organised across all offices and operational
sites. This resulted in £12,000 being raised.

“The health benefits that will result from more
youngsters being physically active will be felt
by our gymnasts and the wider community for
many years to come.”
LES HODGSON
Dynamic Gymnastics Foundation
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CHAIRMAN, DYNAMIC GYMNASTIC FOUNDATION

(L-R): Nicky Marshall with daughter Lola
presenting the final fundraising cheque of
£12,000 to Louise Carroll from Tiny Lives

This year the team decided to support the
Alzheimer’s Society after it was nominated by
Shotton’s site manager, Neil Cook. So far over
£8,000 been raised through charity runs, coffee
mornings, bake sales and raffles.
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Modern
mining
Investing in efficient machines
and technologies, exploring
new markets and supporting
the local economy

The new CAT7408 at work on site

New plant from 			
local suppliers

Coal preparation plant

Six new Caterpillar 740B articulated trucks and two
new JS220 JCB excavators were purchased from
two regional suppliers as part of our policy of working
with local suppliers wherever possible. The trucks
were sourced through the Boldon branch of Finning
(UK) and manufactured at Caterpillar’s Peterlee site.
The excavators were sourced through the Scot JCB
dealership in Newcastle.

£1M has been invested in a new coal preparation
plant which produces coal for our growing coal
markets such as domestic heating, heritage railways
and cement industries.
Our in-house plant department team assembled the
coal preparation plant at Shotton. Coal has been
processed through the plant since it was installed.
Nick Twine (left) assembles the new coal preparation plant

Efficient plant 			
and technologies
We have a programme to replace plant and machinery
with the newest most environmentally friendly models.
In February 2017, three brand new Komatsu WA47-8
machines were purchased to replace three ageing,
larger, less efficient wheeled loaders.
We’ve also been working through a replacement
programme where our largest pieces of mining
plant machinery have the very latest, most efficient
replacement engines fitted as older units wear out. All
pieces of plant and road transport machinery are being
fitted with Data Telemetry Systems. These systems give
‘sat nav’ locations and fuel consumption data from the
machine’s engine management software which is used
to improve site design and manage the whole fleet as
efficiently as possible improving efficiency and driving
down emissions.
David Kelly, coal pad supervisor, in front
of the new Komatsu WA47-8 loader
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Fluid management system installed on
plant - Kevin Taylor (LMS) with plant
maintenance supervisor Martin Raine

Fuel efficiencies
We are constantly looking at ways of reducing our
fuel consumption, to use energy more efficiently
and reduce our emissions. In 2015 we replaced
large dump truck engine control units with more fuel
efficient ‘electronically controlled’ engine control units.
Fuel management specialists Liquid Management
Solutions Ltd (LMS) were appointed to develop
and implement a comprehensive system which
provides real-time data on every aspect of our
fuel supply chain.
www.banksgroup.co.uk/shotton 07

Earth movers
Banks Mining sometimes
has to look further afield for
specialist equipment.
To bring in a second O&K RH200
earth mover (the biggest excavator
in Europe) we had to source it from
a diamond mine in Edmonton,
Canada. The earth mover was
disassembled and brought 		
across the Atlantic.
A three month reassembly and refit programme was
then carried out by the Banks team at the Thrislington
site in Durham led by Derek Robson. Our second
RH200 is now fully operational at Shotton.

HGV and plant replacement programme
results in more efficient machines

The Komatsu PC3000-6 arrives on site

Recently, we have also taken delivery of our first
Komatsu PC3000-6 mining shovel, which is being
used as part of the earth-moving fleet used to remove
overburden to get to the coal at Shotton.
The 261-tonne machine has been supplied by
Komatsu and reflects our commitment to investing
in the equipment and resources that our skilled team
require to operate our sites safely, responsibly and
efficiently.
The RH200 excavator at work on site

Ewan Cowie (left in green hat) carrying out
training with Barrie Henderson (orange hat)

Energy management programme
Our environmental policy includes a commitment to ensure that energy 		
is used efficiently. We have been recording the group’s energy usage for a
number of years to identify where energy efficiency improvements should
be focused. A range of on site energy efficiency measures include:
• Using lower energy LED lights where appropriate.
• Dynafleet for our HGVs which enables real time
recording of driving details and fuel consumption.
• HGV driver training to promote an efficient technique
and a bonus scheme to reward efficient driving.
• The online fuel management system (Fluid Management
System).
• The use of telemetry to provide real time monitoring
and analytical reports.
• A programme of replacement of HGVs and items of
plant and replacement of engines with modern more
fuel efficient equipment.
• Ensuring efficient site designs.
• Selecting the most efficient available plant for the site.
• Managing the number of dump trucks working with each
excavator so that there is no undue waiting/idling time for
the dump trucks to be loaded which in turn reduces fuel
consumption.
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Derek Robson with the RH200

Neil Kinghorn, in front of
a dust suppression truck
at Shotton Surface Mine

• Ensuring that all plant is switched off during breaks 		
and not allowed to idle.
• Limiting the engine revs of dump trucks during tipping
to reduce both noise emitted and fuel used.
• Ensuring that internal haul roads are continuously
maintained.
• Ensuring all plant has scheduled maintenance and
services.
• Fitting automatic sensors to coal processing plant to
minimise electricity consumption.
• Maintaining appropriate tyre pressures for HGVs 		
and dump trucks.
• Implementing a programme of tyre management which
has contributed towards an impressive 26% reduction in
fuel consumption from Banks Mining plant in 2016 when
compared to the volume of fuel used in 2014.
• Fitting daylight sensors and timers to lighting sets to
ensure that they are not used during the daytime or
when site operations have ceased.
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Encouraging nature
Wildlife is thriving on the
Shotton Surface Mine. We
operate a biodiversity action
plan (BAP), which creates
and manages habitats for
wildlife on the site. This
includes sowing of wildflower
seed mixes on the storage
mounds, installing bat and
bird boxes and planting of
new trees and shrubs.

Some of the notable successes have been the increase in
breeding skylarks on the site from 11 pairs before the site
started working to 29 pairs last surveyed (2015). Breeding
lapwings have also increased from 6 pairs before the site
commenced, to 19 pairs in 2015.
Overall there are 56 species of breeding birds recorded
on the site, with 10 being red listed (highest conservation
status), 19 amber listed (next critical group) and 27 green
listed (least critical group).
There has also been an increase in the number of bat
species using the site and surrounds, from two species
before the site commenced, to seven species in 2015.
The site is also home to a number of roe deer that graze
on the soil mounds and enjoy minimal disturbance in the
pedestrian (and dog) free environment of the working site.
There were 14 brown hares counted on the site in a
recent survey, which indicates a thriving population of
these beautiful animals on the site.

Insects make use of the wildflowers seeded on our storage mounds

Lapwing photographed on site
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Brown hare photographed on overburden mound

Wildflower seed mixes are used on our storage mounds

Roe deer on site photographed using night vision camera
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Investing 		
in our people
Nurturing new 		
and existing talent
The award winning Northumberlandia, the Lady of the North

Enhancing
landscapes
Restoration works have seen the
planting of over 19 hectares (27.5
football pitches) of native broadleaved
woodland. Over 30,000 trees in total
have been planted, including oaks,
alder, cherry and rowan. 		

Lady of the
North wins
further awards
Northumberlandia, which was
opened in 2012 and generates
in excess of 100,000 visitors per
year and has won numerous
awards, was voted best family
day out at the Northumberland
Tourism awards by readers of the
Northumberland Gazette and its
sister papers.
She also picked up the Best Parks
Partnership at the Horticulture
Week Custodian Awards for the
work between the Banks Group,
Blagdon Estates, the Land Trust
and Northumberland Wildlife Trust.

Tree planting at Shotton

Shotton apprentices (L-R:) Max Anderson, Conor Donohoe, Jake Adkins and Lewis Coyle

Since March 2017, 80 Banks Mining plant
operators have been undertaking their NVQ
Level 2 in Plant Operations.
This course involves learning to operate rigid
and articulated dump trucks, wheeled loading
shovels, telehandlers and excavators. By
completing this course, employees are given
the necessary skills for job progression.
Four of the plant team are now also
completing their NVQ Level 3 in Plant
Maintenance and the business has recently
taken on a new plant mechanic apprentice,
who joins our existing apprentices who will
share their time learning between Shotton 		
and Northumberland College.

L-R: Gavin Styles, executive
director, congratulating Steve
McCormick on 40 years service
with site manager Neil Cook

Celebrating 				
40 years service
In 2016, the Banks Group celebrated it’s 40th year
in business. Steve McCormick, a plant operator at
Shotton, passed a similar major milestone over the
summer months, joining the business in July 1977.
Steve describes his first day:

“I remember when I was the youngest on
the site many moons ago. I went on site in
the morning to see if any jobs were going.
I saw the foreman who told me to come
back in the afternoon and have a word with
Harry [Banks - our Chairman]. He started
me that day at 60p an hour.”
STEVE McCORMICK
SHOTTON PLANT OPERATOR
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Leading
our industry

An internationally 		
approved supplier
Banks Mining becomes the first mining company anywhere in
Europe to successfully complete the comprehensive assessment
for the global Bettercoal initiative, a scheme designed to improve
operating standards in the coal mining industry.

PRIME accreditation

Banks are now one of only two firms across the continent,
and the only one in the UK, to be a fully-approved participating
supplier in the Bettercoal scheme, a not-for-profit initiative
established by a group of major European utilities to promote the
continuous improvement of corporate responsibility in the coal
supply chain.

Shotton Surface Mine was recently awarded PRIME (Professional
Recognition In Mineral Extraction) certification by the Institute of
Quarrying in recognition of the comprehensive provisions it makes for
staff training, leadership and engagement.
The PRIME project aims to promote excellence within the mining
industry by highlighting the importance of continuing professional
development (CPD) for employees working within the sector, and
the ways in which it can be used to deliver improvements and help
introduce new skilled people into the industry.

Verified by independent third-party specialist assessors through
site visits and analysis of a self-assessment questionnaire and
the implementation of continuous improvement plans which are
then reviewed at future re-assessments. The programme aims
to make an on-the-ground difference for workers, communities,
local companies and the environment, and sets out the ethical,
social and environmental principles and provisions with which
the utility members of Bettercoal expect organisations producing
coal in their supply chain to align.

To reach the required PRIME standard sites must satisfy an assessment
covering eight key areas, including the maintenance of an integrated
training and development plan, the provision of CPD for employees, a
competency-based approach to recruitment, and active engagement
with customers and the local community to promote a highly
professional image of their work.

Mike Philips from the Institute of
Quarrying (centre, orange hi-vis suit)
with members of the Shotton team

Helping to improve 			
Chinese mine safety

Earth Science
Students Site Visit

Banks Mining was asked by the Chinese State Administration of Work
Safety (SAWS) to share its practical experience and ideas on how it
operates within the stringent UK safety regime, and how it strives to
operate its surface mines in a safe, responsible and efficient manner.

Shotton and Brenkley Lane hosted a site
visit for 40 Earth Science students from
Newcastle University in October 2017.
The site team showed the students how
a surface coal mine is operated safely,
responsibly and efficiently.

Our health and safety manager Christian Adkins (pictured right) spent a
day working with 18 senior directors from across nine different Chinese
cities and provinces on how the business proactively tackles health and
safety issues on the surface mines, works with the relevant authorities
to maintain compliance with all the relevant regulations, and empowers
employees to work as safely as possible through the provision of
comprehensive training and development support.
The event has been judged so successful that a second delegation
of senior SAWS personnel will be visiting the UK for a further day with
members of the Banks Mining team.
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The students seemed particularly interested
in the seams of coal and other geological
highlights, such as exposed old mine
workings and geological faults in the seams
and were in awe of the scale and size of the
machinery that shifts the rock and digs the
coal.
Christian Adkins
presents to SAWS
delegation

Earth Science students on site
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The
importance
of coal
Shotton Surface Mine delivers quality coal
products to UK industry. It is used in power and
heat generation, concrete and steel manufacture,
industrial and domestic sectors.

What industries does
Shotton support?
Three minerals are mined at Shotton Surface Mine:
• COAL						
Needed for multiple industries including power
generation, steel production, cement and coke
manufacture.
• FIRECLAY
					
For the brick making industry (such as Ibstock,
located at Throckley, Newcastle upon Tyne).
• SANDSTONE					
For the construction industry, dimension stone for
architecture, building conservation and artistic uses.
Each of these materials play an important role in the
UK, whether it be heating our schools, homes and
hospitals or providing materials to create bricks to
build our homes.
Sandstone from our Shotton Surface
Mine was used as part of the main
entrance walkway to the landmark
Olympic Stadium in East London
Bricks made from fireclay are needed to build new homes

Coal is needed for more than just electricity
Whenever you turn on a light switch, boil your kettle, or turn on your TV, there is a good chance the electricity you’re
using could come from coal. However, in 2016, over 30% of the coal mined in the UK was used for industries other
than electricity generation. In 2017, 40% of the coal from Shotton will be used for industrial and domestic use. In 2018
this is likely to rise to 55%.
TOTAL UK DEMAND FOR COAL (TONNES)*

17,889,000

BREAKDOWN OF HOW THE COAL FROM SHOTTON
IS USED BY UK CUSTOMERS IN 2016 (TONNES)
Industrial (Steel and
cement manufacture)
110,794

COAL FROM SHOTTON USED IN UK
ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN 2016 (TONNES)

437,171

COAL FROM SHOTTON USED FOR OTHER
UK CUSTOMERS IN 2016 (TONNES)

158,644

Other
23
Heritage
Railway
3,641

*SOURCE: Digest of UK Energy Statistics 2016 (DUKES Annual Data) - published July 2017
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Maintaining a reliable,
secure supply of coal
Of the coal used in the UK, about 50% of it is imported
from countries like Russia, USA and Colombia. Relying
upon imported coal leaves UK customers more
vulnerable to world market changes. The coal supply
from Shotton reduces this risk for UK customers,
as it comes from a reliable source, is worked by an
experienced team and is close to its users.

Adding value to 		
the UK economy
By mining our own coal we:
• Create jobs in the UK

Household
44,184

• Reduce the distance that coal has to travel - and 		
so reduces the carbon footprint of transport
• Supports local businesses
• Provides valuable tax receipts and business rates 		
to national and local government
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A day in the life of a plant mechanic
worked for Banks for about six months now and
‘‘canI’vehonestly
say that no two days are ever the same.
Days begin at 6am and the first thing we do every day is
check all the machines over to make sure they’re ready
and safe to work.
We then have a team meeting to allocate and prioritise
all maintenance and repair jobs for the day which ranges
from working on 550 tonne navvies (excavators), 150
tonne dump trucks, dozers, graders and basically anything

that moves and even stuff that doesn’t move such as
lighting sets, generators and pumps. An important part of
the job is keeping everyone safe on site so we always stop
and think before every job to check the risks because the
machines we are working on can be complicated.
An example of some of the tricky work I’ve done recently
includes overhauling the engine transmission, final drive,
tracks and rollers on a dozer and changing the hydraulic
cylinders on the navvies all of which aren’t that easy and
actually very heavy parts which means we need to use
forklifts, hi-abs and other machinery to get the job done.

‘‘

Dane Middlemiss

PLANT MECHANIC

Dane Middlemiss

Project update
We will be moving into 		
the Shotton Triangle area 		
in Spring 2018

Shotton site progress plan

Areas of
restoration
A1
SITE BOUNDARY

In the meantime, works continue within the main
site area:

Topsoil storage
Overburden and
temporary wildlife
habitat

• Excavation of material and coal continues to
progress southwards.
• The site is currently in Phase 4 of 6.
• Overburden is now being backfilled in the void.
Approximately 79% of the void area worked to
date has been backfilled.
• A water treatment area at the south end of the
site has been relocated to make room for the
works to move into this area.

Subsoil mounds

Preparatory works at 		
Shotton Triangle include:
• A new pond has been created adjacent to the
Shotton Triangle site and any pond life currently in
the Shotton Triangle pond will be moved over to the
new pond before works begin. A large quantity of
toadspawn was moved to the new pond earlier this
year.
• Relocation of an overhead electricity line.

SHOTTON
TRIANGLE AREA

• A design for the footpath diversion around Shotton
Triangle has been approved and is ready to go
ahead once the electricity line works have finished.

Site
compound

• The archaeological investigations have started to
finalise the findings before the excavation works
begin.
Subsoil replacement
DIRECTION
OF WORK
Active
Backfill

Northumberlandia

COAL
EXTRACTION
AREA

• Tenders have been invited for septic tank designs at
Shotton village, where relocations will be necessary
to make way for the new excavation.
• Bat and bird checks have been undertaken to
ensure wildlife is protected and moved before
works begin.

Soil removal
Blagdon Lane
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Get in touch
If you have any questions about the Shotton
project or would like find out how to apply for
funding for local community projects, please
get in touch using the details below:

Jeannie Kielty, Banks Mining
Inkerman House, St John’s Road,
Meadowfield, Durham DH7 8XL
shotton@banksgroup.co.uk
0191 378 6100 or 0844 209 1515*
www.banksgroup.co.uk/shotton
@The_Banks_Group
www.youtube.com/TheBanksGroup
*Calls to 0844 numbers are charged at local rate 		
from a BT landline, charges from other providers 		
and mobile networks may vary.
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